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May Day and the Struggle to
Maintain Workers’ Rights
By Beth Rolfe.

where workers protested in pursuit of an eight hour working day (before
May the first in 1886 workers could be forced to work a 16 hour working

Some of you reading this may recall dancing around a maypole and

day in unsafe conditions). When May the 1st arrived, 500,000 workers

taking part in festivities like Morris dancing in primary school on the

went on strike, and this later became a violent protest with a bomb being

first day of May, in order to mark the return of spring and new

thrown at police. Police arrested eight anarchists, seven of whom were

beginnings. However, the first of May is also significant across the world

sentenced to death. The eight hour working day wasn’t recognised until

for another reason - International Workers Day. Also commonly referred

1916 in law, and this event clearly highlights the frustration of workers

to as May Day, International Workers Day celebrates and acknowledges

when fighting inequality.

labourers and the working classes. Throughout history, workers rights
have been trampled on by the upper classes; they have endured extended

So as you can see, the celebration of the day is fuelled by socialist

work hours, poor working conditions and child labour. Especially

principles and the trade unions who even today fight for workers rights,

during a time when frontline workers like nurses have been crucial when

and it’s key that we recognise these rights in the midst of the pandemic.

trying to fight off Coronavirus, International Workers Day becomes an

Healthcare workers have continuously been pushed to their limits

even more important and notable celebration.

during the pandemic, being forced to work and care for patients with
limited PPE while enduring long, exhausting hours. The average salary

Celebrations vary depending on the country you focus on. For example,

for a nurse in the UK is £33,000, however considering the dedication and

in Cuba, people march in the streets to show their support for the

bravery shown during this period, it could be argued that this is an unfair

Cuban Communist government, Austrians celebrate ‘Tag Der Arbeit’ by

wage for frontline workers who work in dangerous conditions and who

organising speeches and demonstrations in major cities like Vienna, and

save lives everyday.

in Denmark it is not an official holiday but many workers in the public
sector get the whole or half the day off. Widespread celebrations aren’t

The UK is one of the few places that doesn’t commemorate

necessarily seen in the UK regarding workers, as the traditional pagan

International Workers Day (on the same scale that other countries do),

rituals dominate the day.

and some may argue that more needs to be done to recognise the
challenges workers face day to day, particularly during these turbulent

Since the industrialisation of many cities and towns, workers have faced

times. The celebration and acknowledgement of workers is crucial in

many challenges when trying to gain a fair wage, safe working conditions

times like these, particularly, and in general and important to realise the

and stable working hours. The origins of International Workers Day lie

challenges faced in order for workers to have the rights they do today.

in the US. In 1886, an event took place called the Haymarket Affair,

High Street Horror Show?
By Jaime Ngo.
If the high street wasn’t in crisis before the pandemic, it certainly is now.
Questions had been raised about its future in the face of a surging online
market, and its viability in the 21st century. Now it appears those
questions have been ruthlessly put to bed. Trends that saw online sales
grow have been accelerated by this pandemic, as lockdown has forced
businesses across the country to close. Football has collapsed from
COVID restrictions, down 67% below pre-COVID levels and the
amount of money spent offline has dropped 52% below pre-COVID
levels. As the nation stayed at home to protect the NHS, the hospitality,
retail and leisure industries, built on social interaction, were among those
that suffered the most during this pandemic. Only the vast array of short
term COVID support packages, from furlough to cuts to VAT, have
managed to prevent mass unemployment and closures. As Tristan,
owner of Strong Island Clothing Company said: “I’m very grateful for
the help the government has supported us with.” He continued, “It’s
meant the business has been able to keep its head above water and pay
the rent and bills”. Inevitably, however, not everyone was saved.
Unemployment has risen, in Portsmouth, the percentage of the

working-age workforce claiming unemployment benefits have risen by
3.2% on average and the number of people claiming universal credit
nationally has increased by 98% since March.
So where does the high street go from here? Will it survive? According to
Tristan, yes: “People come to my shop not just for the products, but for
the experience. To stop by and physically see the products and have a
conversation.” He went on to say “My business is built on engagement
and knowing my customers.” However, Hannah, a business student at
the City of Bristol College, is not so convinced: “I do think it is going to
crumble. Because it’s cheaper to buy things online then it is to go to the
shops and buy something.” Some of the reasons why Hannah believes in
the inevitable collapse of offline retail is the ease with which companies
can persuade shoppers to shift online through marketing tools such as
discounts and free delivery. “Marketing is easier to get across rather than
when you’re in Primark”. However, she admits there are drawbacks to
online retail, “I think what you’ll see is a fall in the quality of products.
Because online you can’t tell what the quality is unless you have it in
your hands. That’s kind of what the difference is between offline and
online.”
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The main advantage of offline retail is the social aspect. The high street

bombing of the town centre in 1996 triggered an urban regeneration

was an area where families spent their weekends, where friends meet up

program that would defy the trend. Known as the ‘Manchester Miracle’,

for a night out, and where tourists come to explore the individual

the city saw a huge amount of regeneration from its investment into the

personality and charm of a town. However, there are doubts about

culture and media industries. Now, it holds a coveted position as one of

whether the high street will remain the commercial centre of towns. So,

Europe’s fastest-growing tech hubs and city, with plentiful access to

what are the alternatives? Well, according to Hannah, offline retail will

talent from its 4 universities. Finally, a more old fashioned yet interesting

lead the way: “Definitely online. Brands like ASOS, eBay, anyone who

option is the revitalisation of markets. Striking a perfect balance between

has one massive website where you sell multiple brands. Because if you

the offline and online world, Lulu, owner of Love Southsea, has

think about it, it’s cheaper to rent out a warehouse than it is to rent out

confidence in the concept: “Markets are definitely the future for retail as

individual stores and pay more employees. It’s just cheaper.” When asked

they are very low overheads to businesses.” She is less confident about the

what will replace the physical shops on the high street, she said: “Unless

future of permanent shops on the high street, “I have never or will ever

something drastically comes along and changes it completely, I can’t

have a physical bricks and mortar shop, I think they are a huge expense

really foresee what the high street market’s going to turn into, but at the

that your company doesn’t really need.” Founded in 2009, Love

moment you just see a rise in charity shops and fast-food restaurants.”

Southsea aimed to provide local traders and opportunities to sell their

However, around the country and in Portsmouth itself, several

wares and give prospective tourists another reason to come to

alternatives are being put forward as a solution. A good example of one is

Portsmouth. In 2013, she relocated to Palmerston Road where she

provided by Stockton-on-Tees. Stockton Council plans to demolish half

attracted 13,000 visitors each day. With a strong social media presence

of the town centre high street to create a new Riverside Park. “The

and her radio segment, Love Southsea has grown to be a thriving

future is not more shops. It’s about leisure, culture, events and

business.

recreation, and making it a nice place for people to simply be” a local
councillor said. Another example of a potential alternative can be seen in

At the end of the day, what decides the future of the high street will be

the city of Manchester. Beforehand, it was in rapid decline. Built on the

the market. What is the most profitable method of business in the 21st

cotton industry during the Industrial Revolution, the city was

century? These conversations will be debated across the nation, yet it will

hammered when demand for British made textiles declined with the

be the upcoming generations who will decide, like emperors in the

World Wars. Employment fell by 22% between 1951 and 1981. The IRA

gladiatorial arena, whether the High Street will live, or die.

Gen Z and Their Impact on the World

Around the world, members of Generation z spend more time on their

By Faith Ceeley.
Gen z are the generation that comes after millennials. Researchers define
Gen z as being born between the mid 1990's to 2010. As the first
generation to have grown up with the internet and portable digital
technology from a young age, gen z members have been named "digital
natives". Due to this, Gen z is set to have the most impact on the media
and the world.
Generation z have been through a lot. Many witnessed the 2008 financial
crisis. They saw their parents lose jobs, money and homes. In the future,
many people expect Gen z to have less student debt and more money
saved at a younger age than previous generations.

electronic devices. This has implications on their attention span,and
vocabulary. Because of this, more and more charities and trends begin
online.
The Black Lives Matter movement
According to a study, Gen z is 10 times more likely to support the BLM
movement. The majority of this generation have also attended protests
to show their support. They were also taking to social media to spread
awareness, with 77% using instagram to raise awareness and money.
As of July 27th 2020, #BlackLivesMatter was used in more than 22
million posts on instagram. With help from social media and peaceful
protests, the Black Lives Matter movement raised over $80 million.
Many say this was thanks to Gen z and their impact.

What makes gen z think that they can have a big impact on the
world?
One reason why Gen z think they have a big impact on the world is that
they are unified. From raising millions of dollars for the Black Lives
Matter movement to protesting for global warming, Gen z have shown
that small, collective efforts can do big things if it's put in the right
direction.
Another reason why they have a big impact on the world is that they are
smart. Studies have shown that Gen z are 24% smarter than previous
generations. The easy access to information has enabled Gen z to unlearn
social norms and use technology for its best potential.
Compared to other generations, Gen z have lower rates of teen
pregnancies, and consume alcohol less often because Teens nowadays are
more concerned with academic performance. Gen z have more awareness
and diagnosis of mental health problems, leading to demands for better
mental health treatment.

Global warming
The new “future of humanity survey” of over 10,000 25-year olds across
22 countries reveals that 41% of respondents said global warming was the
most important issue faced in the world today.
One of the spokespersons for Gen z on climate change is Greta
Thunberg. At the age of just 16, Greta Thunberg started an
international youth movement against climate change.
In August 2018 she started spending her school Days outside the
Swedish Parliament to call for stronger action on climate change
And,soon after other students started their own protests in their own
communities. Together they organised a school climate change strike
under the name fridaysforfuture.
In December 2018 more than 20000 students had held strikes and at
least 270 countries.
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From what Gen z has done already, they seem like the Generation to
break social norms for good. Hopefully, in the future, problems we have
nowadays like racism and global warming will have been conquered.

Looking for Light in All that is Dark:
Looking at Positives During the
Pandemic
By Ethan Bland.
Many great things have happened during this pandemic. I know you are
probably thinking how unbearably naive it is for me to say that. To be
clear, I am not brushing off the magnitude of the bad things that have
transpired. This is to simply highlight the good in a bad situation.
Marcus Rashford, a 23-year-old footballer, the Manchester United star
who campaigned relentlessly for free school meals for vulnerable and
disadvantaged children, and accomplished what he strived to do and
made the government do a major U-turn and support his cause. This is a
prime example of using your platform for good: a young footballer doing
a politician's job already says all that there is to be said. He is a national
treasure and it just goes to show that compassion and complete
selflessness always prevails.
In solitude, many people took the time to finally learn or try new things
that otherwise they would have never done. Learning new languages,
reading, writing, cooking, drawing, painting—just a few of the great
things people took on and learned. Many people were left only with their
thoughts which understandably can be pretty daunting for some but it
helped people confront their own thoughts and be comfortable by being
themselves.
It is no secret that these awards usually lean towards white american
filmmakers but this time they seemed to look past their own dogmatic
view. The Oscar for best picture went to the comedy thriller film Parasite
directed by Bong Joon-ho, who co-wrote the screenplay with Han
Jin-won. This is significant because it is the first time an international
feature film has won. This is not only a big change in the film industry
but the entertainment industry too. No longer will the awards be
prejudiced or biased to a certain director/film but instead will judge the
film for the art that it is regardless of what you look like or wherever you
have come from. It should have always been this way but I am just glad
that it is now rather than never.
Daniel Kaluuya, 32, took home the first award for Best Performance by
an Actor in a Supporting Role in Any Motion Picture for his role as Fred

Hampton in Judas and the Black Messiah. John Boyega won Best
Performance by an Actor in a Television Supporting Role as Leroy
Logan in Small Axe. These are not only long overdue, as they are
extremely talented actors, but again it is another good step in the right
direction.
John Boyega: 'I’m the only cast member whose experience of Star Wars
was based on their race' he said in an interview with GQ. He felt as if the
only reason he was cast was to tick a checklist of diversity. That all
sounds good as the more representation the better right? Well this took
the wrong turn as John said himself ‘What I say to Disney is do not
market a black character as important and then push them aside’. He
was supposed to be the male lead of the Star Wars sequel trilogy and
instead turned him into a side character. Note that this also happened to
Kelly Marie Tran who was racially abused, same as Boyega, but to the
point that she deleted all of her social media accounts and has said she is
not coming back. This is also a reference to the Star Wars posters in
China where they shrunk Finn so you could barely see him and it only
happened in China. So to say his accolades are deserved is an
understatement.
John Boyega was also present in London the 3rd of June for the Black
Lives Matter, BLM, movement where he took a megaphone and spoke as
if he were a literal preacher. “I need you guys to understand how painful
this sh*t is, I need you to understand how painful it is to be reminded
every day that your race means nothing! That isn’t the case any more.
That is never the case any more.” He said at the top of his lungs,
emotional, voice cracking and not a care in the world just hoping that his
voice is heard, and no longer silenced. “We are a physical representation
of our support for George Floyd. We are a physical representation of our
support for Sandra Bland... for Stephen Lawrence, for Mark Duggan!”.
He is furious, understandably so, but not lacking vulnerability. Open,
scared, tearful and emotional: something that is not seen amongst
celebrities especially POC, people of colour, as their voices have always
been suppressed but that is no longer. Not then, not today and definitely
not tomorrow. After the untimely and unlawful death of George Floyd
who was murdered by “police,” as they like to call themselves, people
stood up and said all in one voice “no more”. In a fair and ethical world
everyone would be seen as equal, LGBTQ+, Hispanic, Latino, Black,
Asian and White people. Unfortunately we don't live in a fair and ethical
world, we live in this one. People shouldn’t be judged on appearance,
gender, preferences, religion etc but only on their personality, what they
say and their actions. Nothing more or less. The only way to defeat this is
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to properly educate children in schools on said topics. Parents also

wise words of Princess Leia, (RIP Carrie Fisher) “Hope is like the sun. If

shouldn’t raise their children to grow to dislike these people simply

you only believe it when you see it you’ll never make it through the

because of their ideology or appearance. That time has passed.

night”.

In all that seems dark the good willed people of today have given us light,
it has shone as bright as ever and it has never looked so beautiful. In the

Horoscopes
By Ella Bowbrick.

Aries: March 21 - April 19

Libra: September 23 - October 22

You might be feeling a bit busy and rushed off your feet this month, so

If you're feeling like you're in an unmotivated slump this month then take

make sure that you're organised and prepared for lots of work. Make sure

your return to college as a fresh start. You are a creative sign so those ideas

that you keep in contact with your friends though. Socialising is a great

will come from somewhere. Once in a while take a break from the work so

way to forget about the stress.

that you can have some fun and enjoyment.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20

Scorpio: October 23 - November 21

If you're feeling confused about your future this month then don’t forget

You might be feeling imaginative this month and you may start some new

to ask advice from your friends and family. The closer you are to your

hobbies or interests. This will be good for your happiness and will make

friends the more fun you will have so don’t be afraid to socialise and if

you smile. If you have nothing in mind then you ma6 find your happiness

you're feeling a loss of connection, look for ideas to bring that back.

from your family and friends who are always there for you.

Gemini: May 21 - June 20

Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21

A burst of energy and motivation will bring out your confidence this

Family and home are definitely your focus for this month so take this time

month. Use this energy in your work, or maybe start something new that

to make up for arguments and disagreements. By doing this then life will

you’ve been thinking about for a long time. Your confidence is also useful

get better and you may even find that motivation that you have been

when making new friends so don’t be afraid to socialise.

lacking.

Cancer: June 21 - July 22

Capricorn: December 22 - January 19

It’s okay to retreat this month and spend some time on your own, you may

You might be feeling confused in your ideas this month so it is important

even find some motivation and ideas when you take a step back. You may

to keep your work related stress under control. Take a break and spend

have been putting off thinking about your future but don’t be afraid to

time with your family and friends because that is where you will find the

make those decisions and do what you want not what others want you to

most comfort and happiness.

do.
Aquarius: January 20 - February 18
Leo: July 23 - August 22

Keep a control over your finances this month as you may be feeling too

You are full of good intentions this month and you will be feeling

tempted to spend everything all at once. You should also be feeling open

determined to make progress towards your goals so don’t hold back and

minded this month which is a great time to focus on other people’s feelings

work hard so that it pays off. Once you’ve achieved your goals you will be

and help out those friends and family who might be feeling down.

able to relax which is something to look forward to.
Pisces: February 19 - March 20
Virgo: August 23 - September 22

You should be feeling kind, imaginative and intuitive this month which is a

This month should be a positive one for you and you’ll find that your

great time to check on your family and friends. You may also be feeling

creativity will drive your motivation. Try to spread you happiness and

excited for the future so don’t be afraid to share that excited feeling with

make sure you talk to those friends who may be feeling a little

others and channel your enthusiasm into your work.

unmotivated.

Stories of COVID, Change and
Perseverance from within the SEND
Community
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By Adam Bolderson.

service. I have spent the entire time during the pandemic in
absolute fear, the worst stress I have ever encountered, whilst not

“What has the Covid 19 pandemic been like for you?”

being able to seek medical help as well as being financially ruined.
I have had the first dose of the vaccine and I am awaiting the

“I am disabled and have an autoimmune disease so I have had to

second so I can finally be able to feel more secure and maybe go

shield as much as possible. I did initially go to the supermarkets

outside again. After this pandemic is over I am going to continue

in person to buy food and essentials. I quickly realised that this

to wear a mask when in shops or around groups of people.”

was a bad idea for me. Although I wore a mask I realised that due
to me having to use a wheelchair, I was considerably lower in

—Darren, age 55

height than everyone else. This puts myself at an extra risk of
getting infected as moisture falls downward. Anyone above me
breathing or talking would put me directly in the path of any

“I think lockdown has had a major impact on my day-to-day life.

virus emitting from other shoppers. I decided that I would no

From not being able to see friends and family as well as not being

longer be able to leave the house so I had to have my groceries

able to show my four month old daughter the world. This has

delivered instead. Due to the delivery slots being snapped up and

impacted my mental health on many occasions causing me to feel

never being able to get a slot from any major supermarket. This

trapped and lonely. However despite this, I have been able to

meant I had no choice but to search for other sellers online that

bond with my daughter on a 1:1 basis and spend quality time

could deliver. I found a few but they all charged around double

with my family. I think lockdown, despite the drastic impact it’s

what you would pay in a supermarket for poor quality food. I

had on our society, was the right action for our government to

had the choice of either running the risk of becoming infected or

take. The lockdown kept Covid 19 under control and helped

paying the premium for delivery from these sellers. I opted to pay

keep our loved ones safe. I know it’s not forever and as

the premium and as a result money became extremely tight.

restrictions ease, we’ll slowly go back to the normality we once

After a few months the major supermarkets started to get

had before the virus.”

delivery slots so I then started getting those deliveries and paying
the delivery fees. With no extra help being offered by the

—Shay, age 19

government to help offset the extra costs, I am still using this

Crossword
By Loui Chen.

17–Help/assist/support.
18–Process where something is increasing.
19–Things to strive for,
20–Moments that can cause a lot of suffering in any journey. Toils.

Down:
1–narcissist’s quality.
2–Task or situation to test abilities.
4–Checkpoint tasks which are stepping stones to your end goal.
5–You’ve ‘sown the seeds’, now you ___ the benefits
6–Frame of thinking.
7–Not successful.
10–Opposite of defeat.
11–___ and tribulations.
12–A plan/method.
15–Elevator.
Across:
3–Overcome by force.
8–Accomplish or attain.
9–Needed when an individual isn’t being productive.
13–Courage and resolve.
14–A card that is neither a face or a number.
16–To use a bow or a gun effectively you need this. In plural form.

Changing the Student to Fit the
Environment or Changing the
Environment to Fit the Student?

(Answers at the end).

By Ruby Jewell.
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The Disney + original movie Upside-Down Magic brings up a few

The Headmaster explains that a tragic accident occurred involving a

questions about Young People with SEND (Special Educational Needs

UDM and Shadow Magic which resulted in that students passing.

and or a Disability). Education can be split into two parts, Mainstream
education and Specialist education. People with SEND in

After Nory continuously interferes with the mainstream lesson, the

mainstream education are expected to do the same tests and exams as

UDM teacher Budd Skriff [a UDM who cannot talk to animals but sings

their peers but may need support to do this.

to speak with animals] decides to teach them to use their powers to fit
their needs. Although Pepper cannot pull items towards her, Pepper can

“Upside-Down Magic” starts with Elinor (or “Nory”), who is trying to
practice Fluxer [animal shapeshifting] magic with her friend Reina, but
cannot focus on one specific animal to turn into, this is bad as the entry

push items away from her. Nory cannot be just one animal but she can
turn into multiple animals at once. Elliott can make smoke not fire but
can use smoke to cook items and Andres cannot fly downwards but is

test needs her to turn into a cat to pass.

the fastest flyer in the school.

When all the tests are complete, we see that Nory and three other

Towards the end of the film Reina ,who is not an Upside Down, causes

students struggled to do the needed tasks for each of the five magic
tracks. All of the students are sorted into their houses with the exception
of Nory and other students who struggled; Elliot, Pepper & Andres.
These three students do not receive a house and receive a card which has
the letters “UDM” on it.

history to repeat itself when she starts performing Shadow Magic. Each
house in the school tries to defend against the shadow magic and are
unable to defeat it. The only people who are able to stop the shadow
magic are the Upside Down students.
After this, the school changes so that students with different needs or the

“UDM” means “Upside Down Magic” and cannot do what other
students can. Their magic is “Upside Down” which means their magic
doesn’t fit neatly into the right boxes. The HeadMaster explains that

“Upside Downs” are allowed to be part of mainstream education. Which
shows education should be ‘Changing the Environment to fit the
student’ and not the other way around.

UDM’s cannot learn magic and will have to wait for their magic to fade.

The beauty of the afterlife

Artists Corner

Daisy Gwilliam
In my piece, I wanted to show the individuality each animal brings in the
world, even in death. This painting is influenced by a photo I took of a
hanging squid outside a restaurant on holiday. The content of the photo
was quite dark and uneasy to look at but I wanted to create something with
that photo as an inspiration.
The project my class studied was a ‘curiosity project’ where we explored
what we were interested in. I was intrigued with the ephemeral side of
animals. With aforementioned, my intention was to showcase the squid’s
beauty and the intricacy their exterior beholds- past or present.
While painting, I used pinks and purples instead of browns and cream
tones to emphasise characteristics that would not have been there if I used a
dull pallet.
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The year on a table
Varya Romaniuk
I was introduced to the “Vanitas” movement by my teacher and was
attracted by these poor Yoricks and their drama. More precisely, I liked the
fact that the picture has a meaning. So I wanted my work to have this
mental load as well. I couldn’t think of what exactly I wanted to depict in
my painting, but then the “AHA! Eureka!” moment happened and in 10
minutes I started.
It would seem that all these objects are in no way connected with each
other, but no. If you haven't spent the entire 2020 in hibernation or
bunker after the "threats" about the third world war, then all these items
speak for themselves.
Still, it seems to me that some details deserve a little explanation and
clarification. For example, an arrangement that does not carry any logic or
meaning. So to speak, chaos. Just like this year… But the broken logo on
the "Gucci" belt means the collapse or loss of many businesses, and not
some personal dislike for this brand. Red Cross - numerous fires that many
have not heard of. An empty blue globe with a barely noticeable
inscription "GLOBAL WARMING" stands for it. Barely noticeable
because even this did not have the same attention from people as last year.
Although the air was significantly cleared while we were collecting puzzles
at home. But not everyone stayed at home. Throughout the year, people in
different parts of the world came out to defend their rights. Starting from
BLM and up to still ongoing protests in Belarus. The holly branch
symbolizes “canceled”, for many, Christmas. Torn tickets scream about
ruined travels and meetings.
ALL of the depicted items have meanings. (Now I understand that it was

Remains

possible to add more and more, but it is better to leave at least something

Tom Hunt

completed this year) I look forward to writing a more detailed description
in complex terms that are expected of me by examiners.

The ornaments in the pictures belonged to my late great nan who passed
away a couple of years ago. They are the only possessions that the family
has of hers. This represented my theme of ‘remains’ as they are the only
things that remain of her now. Even though she has passed you can see the
bright pops of colours in the images that represent that death does not
always have to be dark and miserable but instead can have a peaceful and
bright nature to it.
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Crossword Answers

